Friday 17th March 2017

Dear Parents and Carers,
It has been a fabulous week with events that have
enabled our children to shine!
On Monday, Y1 were exemplary in their behaviour, manners and attitude
when they visited the Toy Museum. The staff at the Museum commented
specifically on the excellent behaviour of our children. Y1 are superb ambassadors for Woodlands.
A group of children from Y6, Y5 and Y4 represented Woodlands in a Tag Rugby Competition on
Thursday evening and WE WON EVERY SINGLE MATCH! Ronan, Max, Brook, Alfie, Sam, Ellie,
Teigan, Shaun, Kru, Edward and Ben played six games with a determination to succeed. We are now
through to the semi-finals… Go Woodlands!
A Whale Of A Show on Thursday evening illustrated how truly incredible our children are.
It was an uplifting evening of celebration.
Pictures next week…
Dates for the calendar
Next week is looking busy too as you can see by the
diary. A couple of events are:
Red Nose Day is on Friday so children can wear
their own clothes in return for a donation. We shall
also be selling Red Nose Day Items all week. (Thank
you Mrs Pate) If children would like to bring in some
money: Red Noses £1, other items cost between £1
and £2.50.

20.3.17

R visit to Holy Trinity

21.3.17 & 22.3.17 Parent Consultations (Not Y2, Y5 and Y6)
22.3.17

10:20 RJ Class Assembly

22.3.17

2:00 Prom Meeting

23.3.17

Swimming Gala Final (2 children)

24.3.17

Red Nose Day (Non uniform)

24.3.17

Mother’s Day Sale

24.3.17

2:30 Y2 Maths Workshop

29.3.17

Reverend Deakin leading Collective Worship

31.3.17

9:15 Y3/Y4 singing performance for parents

2.4.17

Bag Pack for Y6 Prom at Bloxwich Asda

2.4.17

6:30 Education Sunday at Holy Trinity

3.4.17

Explore and discovery week: Born To Perform

We look forward to seeing our families of children
for parent consultation next week. Children in Y1,
Y3 and Y4 should have brought their school report
home today. In response to parental
feedback, appointments are now
10 minutes long for R to Y6.
Hopefully, this should help the waiting time.

5.4.17

Gymnastic Competition (Identified Children)

6.4.17

Disco Time!

6.4.17

Y4 exploring the Rainforest at Dudley Zoo

7.4.17

Easter Bonnet Parade / Easter Egg Raffle

7.4.17

Last day of term

24.4.17

School opens for the Summer Term

24.4.17

First session of Theatre Club. After school until 5:00

Happy Spring weekend, Mrs Newton.

28.4.17

Y2 reading University (Invited Parents)

Mother’s Day Bring and Buy is on Friday too, so
any more items to sell could be sent in early next
week and children can bring a £1 to purchase a
special something on the Friday.

How much learning
by 9:15?
The doors open at 8:40 and there
is no time to waste as Reception
delve into their learning during
Busy Fingers Time. It is incredible what our youngest
children are capable of.
The children’s independence shone as they took off their coats,
accessed their equipment and found their photograph to start
their own personalised learning during Busy Fingers Time.
Every child is focussed and engaged, they know what they
need to do and are busy.

The range of learning that takes place during the next 30
minutes is phenomenal as children are writing their name,
focussing on finger spaces, size of letters, numbers to 10 or
numbers to 20 and learning their phonic sounds. Children
are heard read their home reading book, other children are
changing their reading book—always a tricky choice! Flip
flop folders, or sparkle folders are 1:1, 5 minute sessions for
some children, to give them a boost in reading, spelling or
numbers.

Then altogether for the register, timetable of the day and the Killer
Question of the day— What do we know about Lions? Whole class
discovering new learning through a film about lions, linked to the
weekly learning theme and book ‘Rumble In The Jungle.
Then at 9:10 into Dough Disco (One of my personal favourites).
As children exercise their muscles to lively music to support gross
and fine motor control which they need for numerous activities,
including writing.

The learning continued into Party With A Pencil… when Miss
Robert’s children arrived to show me how well they had captured
their learning in writing. Other children went on to build a Safari
Park in our Outdoor Area.
I am so impressed!
Reception is most definitely a lovely place to be, a high focus on
learning with big smiles and a busyness which is hard to capture
through photographs.
One of our sayings at Woodlands is ‘Every Lesson Counts’, another
saying is ‘Progress every 10 minutes.’ If your child is late into school
look at how much learning they would miss. Being on time is so
important for your child’s progress.

I felt energised and ready for the rest of my
day... But if your child arrives home every
evening tired, now at least you
can understand why!

The value we are
focussing on next
week from our
Vision Tree is:
‘High self-esteem’.

Mobile Phones in Y6
All children and families in Y6 have received a
copy of the new mobile phone policy for
children. This policy becomes active from
Monday 20th March.

The controversial question to discuss at home and in school is:

Children must have returned the signed slip or the phone will be taken
away and parents will need to collect the phone from the office.

How can you help someone
else to feel good about
themselves?

We need the returned slip because this shows you have read and understood the new policy and that you are also aware that your child is
bringing their phone into school.

Y6 children who bring their mobile phone into school
MUST have returned the slip for Monday 20th
Every Monday we celebrate the achievements of our children through the reward of certificates in
our ‘Celebration of Learning Assembly’. These are the children that earned: Star Of The Week.
Class

1P

Name
Layton Mayo
Brooke Head
Seeley Pearce
Anaya Numaan
On School Trip

Reason
For an incredibly enthusiastic attitude to learning! A pleasure to see.
For fantastic ‘halving’ during Maths! You can share a pizza with me anytime.
For super work finding rhyming words.
For amazing Maths work at school and at home practising her counting and reading numbers.
At Toy Museum

1H

On School Trip

At Toy Museum

2G

Tullia Warren

For your fantastic ‘rap’ about the story of Rapunzel. Well done!

2RG

Lewis Neal

For fantastic effort in writing your Scar character description. You are trying incredibly hard
with your handwriting and spelling. Well done!
For your fantastic work in Maths in finding different ways of making the same amount of
money. You really challenged yourself. Well done!
For working out subtraction problems using decomposition and column method. Also presenting
his work fabulously.
For using evidence and her imagination to create a super character description-fabulous work!
For great knowledge of magnetic materials and sensible attitude when making scientific
predictions.
For super understanding and application of subtraction using exchange of values.
For increased confidence in lessons. Keep sharing your fantastic ideas.
For applying knowledge of division to find fractions or amounts.
For a super power-point about rainforests created at home.
For a good character description, using the text to explain ideas and reasons.
For great perseverance when solving problems including square and cube numbers. Well done,
James!
For a great newspaper report about the discovery of her original animal. Well done Lacey!
For his fantastic newspaper report. The tone and formality he used was very accurate. He
sounded like a real journalist.
For her brilliant problem solving skills in Maths. She’s persevering and succeeding with all our
deep challenges.
For a huge improvement in behaviour in the classroom and attitude towards learning. You are
making so much progress now. Keep it up!
For writing and performing a truly fantastic class assembly. I thoroughly enjoyed the rehearsal
process and felt incredibly proud in your performance on Wednesday.
For your excellent RE write about Mother Teresa. You used your Y6 checklist well to produce
one of your best writes yet.
For working hard to improve your writing and overall presentation, well done Ryan.

RE
RJ

Renee Jarman
3P

Tommy-Lee Harris

3CP

Danielle Lebond
Cody Turner

5A

Olivia Page
Abygail Brittle
Chloe Davies
Jacob Smith
Harriett Jennings
James Harris

5T

Lacey Aulton- Hough
Jack Statham

4N
4R

Grace Wagstaff
6E

Georgia Dutton
All of 6E

6P

Erin Hall
Ryan Morgan

